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Some of the raster image formats used today date back to 1987, when GIF images were first presented by CompuServe, and JPEG and PNG arrived in the early and mid-90s respectively. If you think about how much innovation has happened in browsers over the past 17 years, it's a few wins that have stayed on top of these three. That's
not to say that GIFs, JPEG and PNG haven't changed - they've all received gradual improvements. But as technology evolves, we find a more efficient approach that is not always compatible with the standards defined in the 1980s. Here are 3 things to know about all designers... 01. Based on technology first released in 2008, WebP was
announced by Google in 2010 as an open standard for optimizing the loss of true color images. For this reason, it looks similar to JPEG, but promises alpha transparency, lossless optimization, and animation.02. JPEG 2000 JPEG 2000 is similar to WebP in terms of performance, which is better than JPEG in lossy compression, alpha
transparency, and low quality. However, there is different support for gradual loading support and the use of one algorithm for both lossless and lossless compression, and you can optimize the area of support of interest in the same file differently. It is supported by Safari and iOS and provides a typical compression gain compared to
approximately 20% JPEG. JPEG Extended Range (JPEG XR) formerly known as Windows Media Pictures and HD Photos, JPEG XR is a former Microsoft exclusive format that has since been released as an open standard. As the name suggests, JPEG XR is a next-generation JPEG that provides better compression at a higher level of
quality, but also alpha transparency and more efficient decoding through the tile area. Words: Jamie MasonJemi Mason is a JavaScript-only front-end developer. This article was originally published in Net magazine. Like this? Read this one... I saw the future of websites and apps, it is 300ppi resolution. As of this writing, only the latest
iPhones and iPads have these retina displays, but they're coming in as fast as computer manufacturers can make them. Since we come from the history of buildings at 72ppi or 96ppi resolutions, this schizophrenic problem will persist for years to come. For relief, let's think out of the box about the problem of providing adaptive or flexible
images without having to worry about the resolution of the visitor. Background size: 100%;One way is to place the image on the background of the HTML element and set the background size: automatic;. When the container element expands, the image also expands in the background. This is more of a niche solution suitable for a small
area of real estate on the screen. A solid example of this fittextjs.com the arrows on the website, which can also be a great tool for designing text for responsive layouts. This issue still exists in image integrity. When an image expands into a much larger space than before, Pixelation and other image artifacts are easily displayed. One way
to create adaptive images is the everyday letters and numbers you use to read and write. The ability to share information across the world is one challenge we overcome on the Internet. Another challenge is for people in many countries to communicate with each other by text. Different languages mean different characters and it's just
ABCs.To meaning much more than solving this communication conundrum, we need a general set of characters that we can share and support by different operating systems and applications. This is where Unicode comes in. It is an industry standard for setting and transferring characters for many languages. And it contains an icon. The
cool thing about well-made icons is that they are very efficient in communication: they don't need translation. For example, a small picture representing a phone breaks through too many language barriers. To use HTML5 and Unicode icons, you must set the characters set in the head element: &lt;meta charset=utf-8&gt; You can copy and
paste Unicode directly from the reference web page in the following body elements en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicode_symbols.To, and you can use CSS content creation with encoded Unicode characters as a way to enhance content: {Content: 27} Unicode characters are one way to go, but it is best to use them as additional visual elements.
For people with disabilities, screen readers, which are browsers that read the contents of web pages, will not be able to read Unicode characters. In fact, some screen readers have found that they read characters with question marks. So, web designers should be aware. Simple Unicode example fonts as icons, the use of iConunicode
and the use of Unicode as icons, we can also set its look and feel with CSS. But we can also go a step further and apply the same idea to fonts that contain only icons, also called city fonts. Because both the Unicode icon and the dingbat are set through text, you can set the text height to em or as a percentage to extend these visual aids
and contract with other devices. The main problem with using dingbat fonts is that they are still representations of characters. Visually, icons can be displayed, but site visitors to the screen reader can hear random characters. To resolve the issue, use CSS content creation and data attributes to pictos.cc/articles/using-icon-fonts/:
&lt;style&gt;[data-icon]:before { font-family: icon-font; content: attr (data-icon);} &lt;/style&gt; &lt;a href= amp;gt; &lt;span data-icon=C aria-hidden=true&gt;&lt;/span&gt; Saves to the cloud will set additional obstacles for screen readers to pass through. If content creation can be parsed, characters may not be imported from the attr() value.
This series of obfusfusion is not an ideal technique, butIt seems to be working now. Anyway, I hope this set screen reader developers the challenge of creating better tools. Scalable vector graphics or other methods are to work with scalable vector graphics (SVG). SVG took a big leap in browser support. In fact, all modern browsers
support inline SVG images by default. To create SVG graphics, you can export them to a format already using popular vector image tools such as Adobe Illustrator or Adobe Fireworks. The problem with SVG is not the image format: it is with earlier versions of IE. With version IE9, Microsoft has put support for SVG. There are several
solutions to this problem. One is to use browser sniffing (sort of). With an earlier version of IE, we relied on an exquisite block of conditional annotations found in HTML5 boilerplate and could use a simple jQuery plugin called SVG Swap (github.com/teleject/svg-swap in 2015). Therefore, if an earlier version of IE appears, png-8 or JPEG or
GIF alternative images will take its place. Another solution is to perform a feature search. If you are already using Modernizr on your site, set up Modernizr to test inline SVG and provide polyfills through Jenope. Other tricks for different scenarios, let's not forget about the old, CSS3. State-of-the-art properties such as mask images, text fill
colors, text stroke colors, and more are constantly arriving at locations in photoshop browsers, waiting to render graphics along with the rest of the layout and design elements on the page. For inspiration in the area, check out Trent Walton's header in a blog post like In Flux. To cope with the future these are a handful of ways to overcome
the need for raster images, and therefore the need for multiple versions of the same image. Browser support (even if you still use some vendor prefixes) has a great visual design and, more importantly, it processes storing multiple files at different device resolutions. A responsive image solution to a problem that won't get any better any
time soon. Heather Graphics Web by Patrick Hoesly is more visual than ever these days. Whether you're searching on a laptop or smartphone, perhaps the most eye-catching content is the type of content enhanced by images. Think about facebook and Twitter, or how to search for popular social networks like Instagram and Pinterest. It's
so easy to search past posts of just a bunch of text or just sad looking images, because we all have such a short attention period these days (mainly thanks to mobile browsing), content creators need a way to hook people into more visually appealing stuff. Visual Web has created several graphic design tools that make it easy for
bloggers, e-book authors, social media marketers, and other web users of all kinds to create their own images. From simple stock images with text overlays to long, complex infographics, these tools are some of the best alternatives to outsourcing design. Or to get an expensive Photoshop subscription. Canva is one of the most popular
online graphic design tools today. You're free to sign up, customize templates, customize layouts, add elements and text, upload your own images, and then download the finished images when you're ready to design your own images right away. All images are automatically saved when you work, so you don't lose your work and you can
access them at any time under your account. Canva also has premium options for serious businesses and marketers, called Canva for Labor. BeFunky is slightly different from Canva for more along the lines of its free Adobe-inspired suite of image editing tools. There are three main tools that you can access from a photo editor, collage
maker, and a designer's web browser. Like Photoshop, photo editors have many options that you can use to adjust and enhance images. Collage tools obviously combine multiple images into a single image, while designer tools are the tools you want to use when creating images for blogs or social media. Latygo has a very similar look
and feel to Canva. Unlike Canva, however, Latigo actually allows users to upload videos and documents in addition to images, and provides a built-in cloud storage system with folders to clean everything up. Latigo also has a bit more of a social aspect, which gives users the opportunity to build profiles to show off their creations. In terms
of the layout and functionality of the editor, it is almost identical to what Canva offers. Snappa is another attractive and full-featured online graphic design tool for marketers. Choose from thousands of photos, patterns, shapes, vectors, fonts, and more to create high-resolution images that best fit your marketing campaigns and social
media accounts. Snana has a free version, but it is very limited. If you want to be able to access more features and download more than 5 images a month, you need to upgrade to a pro plan. Visage is for marketers who are serious about creating a lot of great graphics to support content storytelling. It features an amazing suite of image
editing tools with Adobe integration, all kinds of pre-made templates to choose from, team collaboration options, and more. Naturally, like Snama, Visage is very limited when you stick with a free account. To access all additional customers, you must upgrade to a premium individual subscription. Another tool aimed at marketers who need
compelling visual content is Illustrator, which delivers 20,000 different graphics that can be fully customized. Choose from icons, percentages, ratings, words, and patterns. All you have to do is start playing with colors, type text, or select a graphic that you want to use other customizable options to make it look exactly how you want it to
look. This is it, We recommend that you combine it with other options in this list because it is created to customize individual downloaded graphics and does not provide a complete image and graphics editing solution. Easelly is the ideal tool for creating detailed infographics and image-based reports. The editor is easy to use and has all
kinds of options at the top to help you design and adjust your infographic. You can add objects, drawings, shapes, text, charts, and even your own uploads to make your infographic look exactly the way you want it to. And if the infographic is as long and wide as possible, click and drag in the lower-right corner to set the desired size.
Piktochart is another graphic design tool, especially for marketers who need to create beautiful infographics, presentations, reports and posters. The template library is updated weekly with new additions. And like most other editors in this list, you can easily use the drag and drop editor to add icons, images, charts, maps, and other
graphics. You won't be disappointed with Piktochart's free offer. The free account gives you the opportunity to enjoy unlimited work, full editor features, full access to all IconPlus images and of course original size downloads. If you need an intuitive tool that offers a combination of image editing and graphic design, PicMonkey may be
worth a consideration. This tool provides design tools for creating cards, logos, invitations, business cards, posters, etc. with advanced Photoshop-like features that make your photos look the best. The downside here is that you can only get a few of the photo editing tools that your basic free account needs the most. It's also not tailored to
users who want to create online content, such as infographics and social media images. Finally, there's Pablo, a very simple image design tool that the people in the buffer brought to you. This allows users to select images and create text overlays to share on social networks such as Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, and more. Keep in mind
that there are no fancy icons or shapes or effects that come with Pablo. It only allows you to create some text and background images on it. It doesn't offer many features, but you can choose from thousands of royalty-free images, and you can choose from many great fonts to make your images look as good as possible. Possible.
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